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A word is a contiguous sequence of 
characters separated by whitespace 
or punctuation.

The annotation technique is 
based on the NCBO mgrep tool.
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A patient can have 
multiple ICU stays, and 
each stay has multiple 
notes. Each note has a 
de-identified timestamp.
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Extracting terminology from ICU notes

SNOMED CT®
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA)
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT)
Veterans Health Administration National Drug File 
RxNorm normalized names for clinical drugs
RadLex controlled terminology for radiology
12dicts English vocabulary 
MIMIC-II Vocabulary

Vocabularies

Statistical Methods
●Comparison is between two samples:

●Lab measurements of one type done on
   behalf of a patient for whom a biomedical
   term was used in some note

●Lab measurements of the same type done
   on behalf of other patients

●Statistical hypothesis tests:
●When the samples are large (>100),
   the two-sided t-test was used (Welch's t-test).

●For smaller samples, the two-sided Mann-Whitney
   U test was used (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

●Corrections:
●Bonferroni (multiple tests on the same data)
●Compare with random case
   (because measurements are correlated)

●A Support Vector Machine was used to predict
  the ICU stay outcome.

●Only notes with timestamp at least 48 hours before
  the end of the ICU stay were used.

●The libsvm (with kernel) and liblinear (without kernel)
  tools were used.

●The liblinear tool produced much better models.
●Terms with very small coefficients were dropped.
●Demographic data did not have a significant effect.
●A 10-fold cross-validation was used.
●Three models were compared:
●Trivially predicting a one outcome in all cases.
●Using randomly generated term usage data. 
●Using the actual term usage data.

Relating terminology usage with medical test measurements

Predicting ICU stay outcomes using terminology usage
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 0.268 Malignant tumor (disorder)
 0.256 Ordained priest (occupation)
...
-0.241 Cramping
-0.233 Infant (person)
...
 0.193 Non-Reactive (qualifier value)
 0.192 Antineoplastic agent
 0.192 Niece (person)
...

p=3.6x10-19,280

Measurements of oxygen in blood
for patients that have a note with
the term “babygram”

Measurements of 
oxygen in blood
for other patients
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